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this bad habit Dr. Frank H. Richardson 5 advocates the fol-
lowing procedure: Small portions of foods suitable for the
child are put on his plate. He is required to sit down at
the table promptly for each meal. There is to be no word
of reproach or command; not the slightest effort should be
made by any of his elders to induce him to eat. At the end
of thirty minutes he is to leave the table "whether he has
eaten much, little, or nothing." The length of time before
he begins to eat under this new regime varies with "the de-
termination of the child, his knowledge of the perseverance
of his parents, and the degree of appetite perversion that
had been wrought by the course previously pursued. It may
safely be stated, however, that the cure is usually well on the
way long before the conclusion of the second day. Aldrich6
gives a usane, honest, and highly practical" analysis of the
psychologic and physiologic factors in this common disorder
— lack of appetite.
DISOBEDIENCE
What can a person do when a four-year-old says, "I won't"?
Should father say, "I guess you will do what I tell you to,"
and follow this statement with a spanking? Should mother
say, "Please darling, do as mother says'? Should the "I
won't" settle the matter and nothing further be done? The
response which should be made to "I won't" depends on the
immediate command, and on the physical condition and
previous training of the child, in fact, on the total situation.
If "I won't" places the child or someone else in a position
of danger, the treatment must be prompt and effective. If
the request is one that the adult himself recognizes as
unreasonable or unjust, he should be big enough to acknowl-
edge his mistake. If the child is greatly fatigued or ill, he
should be treated as a sick child.
Perhaps he gets too many orders.   Is the "bone of conten-
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